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the ieee standard for the image file format is as follows:. a digital image is an image file that can be
stored as a digital file on a computer disk. image processing and computer vision by jitendra
jayaraman chapter 3 - image processing and computer vision: introduction to digital image

processing and computer vision chapter 3: image processing and computer vision: introduction to
digital image processing and computer vision digital image processing: an introduction by r. digital
image processing: an introduction by r. although there are several file formats for digital images,
the. jpeg is the most widely used. image processing by jayaraman. digital image processing with

matlab. image processing in matlab. digital image processing chapter 1: image processing. that can
be used for the most popular image formats including. jpeg, tiff, gif, png, bmp and the openexr.

jayaraman s, veeravalli v, esakkirajan s. (1995) anisotropic image processing: theory and practice.
thesis, eecs department, university of california at berkeley. digital image processing is an

interdisciplinary field with a wide variety of applications. it can be applied to a wide range of images
such as medical images, satellite images, astronomical images, and so on. this book was first

published in 2000. digital image processing (also called computer vision) is the general name given
to a field of research. image processing tools used in this field are mainly for the manipulation of

images, such as the filtering, enhancement, compression, segmentation, and so on. image
processing can be divided into the following: image acquisition, image reconstruction, image feature

extraction, image categorization, image analysis, image classification, image registration, image
interpolation, image reconstruction, image segmentation, and image recognition. image processing
is a fast-growing field of research as it plays a major role in many areas of science and technology.
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